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It is commonly held that small industrial units are labour-intensive and large industrial units capital-in
tensive; that small units have lower productivity per worker, lower wage per worker and also lower surplus per 
worker; and that they have higher output but lower surplus per unit of capital 

Since labour-intensity is held to be characteristic of small units, it is also held almost as a corollary that 
labour intensive technology has lower productivity, lower wages and lower surplus per worker; and that it has 
higher output but lower surplus per unit of capital than capital intensive technology. 

These hypotheses are here tested with reference to the Indian Cotton Textiles Industry. 

[The writer acknowledges his gratitude to M M Dadi, I S Gulati, V N Koihari, D T Lakdawala, B V Mehta 
and C H Shah for their comments on the draft of this draft of this paper.] 

THIS paper is divided in four parts: 
part I sets out the hypotheses and 

the scope of the paper; part II present 
the broad outline of the approach; 
part I I I consists of the analyses, and 
part IV comprises of the conclu
sions, their limitations and implica
tions. The basic tables are presented 
in the Appendix. 

1 The Hypotheses 

It is commonly held that small in
dustrial units arc labour-intensive and 
large industrial units capital-intensive. 
That is, the former use less capital per 
worker than the latter. It is further
more held that small units have lower 
productivity per worker, lower wage 
per worker and also lower surplus per 
worker; and that they have higher 
output but lower surplus per unit of 
capital than the large ones. 

Since, as noted above, labour-inten
sity is held to be immanent in small 
units, it is also held, almost as a corol
lary, that the labour-intensive techno
logy has lower productivity per work
er, lower wage per worker and also 
lower surplus per worker; and that it 
has higher output but lower surplus 
per unit of capital than the capital-
intensive technology. 

This writer is currently engaged in 
an empirical examination of these 
hypotheses with reference to Indian 
manufacturing industries. This larger 
study, under preparation now, may 
take about a year in publication. 
Meanwhile, an opportunity is being 
taken here to present the results of 
the enquiry into the Cotton Textiles 
Industry not only because of its topi
cality but also with a view to pro
voking comments and discussion since 
some of the results obtained are such 
as challenge the notions commonly 
held. 

II The Approach 

The enquiry is based on the Census 
of Indian Manufactures for the years 
1953-58. 

The Census is conducted with the 
factory as the unit of enumeration. It 
is confined to the units registered 
under the Factories Act, 19-18 and 
employing 20 or more workers on any 
day and using power. The Censuses 
for the years 1953-58 give data on 
the coverage of factories, capital and 
labour employed, output produced, 
wages, etc, and value added by size 
of factories as denoted by the num
ber of persons employed—the size-
groups being: below 20, 20-49. 50-99, 
100-249, 250-499, 500-999, 1000-1999, 
2000-4999, and 5000 and above work
ers. 

On the basis of relevant data given 
for these size-groups, we have worked 
out capital-labour, output-labour, 
wages-labour, surplus-labour, output-
capital and surplus-capital ratios. 
While for the detailed connotation of 
the terms used reference should be 
made to the Census, the following may 
be permitted even in this short paper. 

The term capital is used for total 
productive capital employed—working 
and fixed together; the term labour for 
the average number of persons em
ployed; the term output for value 
added; the term wages for salaries, 
wages and other benefits or privileges, 
all as defined in the Census. The term 
surplus is defined to cover the resi
dual of value added after wages are 
deducted. 

The data are presented in three 
tables. Table I gives the rank correla
tion coefficient between size and fa) 
technology (i e capital-intensity). Table 
2 gives the rank correlation coefficient 
between size and (b) output-labour, 
(c) wages-labour, (d) surplus-labour. 

(e) output-capital and (f) surplus-
capital ratios. The data to the left in 
Table 3 give the rank and those to 
the right the product-moment coeffi
cient, correlations between technology 
and each of these five characteristics. 
The basic tables are presented in the 
Appendix. 

I l l The Analyses 

(A) Size and Technology 

The hypothesis tested here is that 
size and capital-intensity are positively 
associated, that is. small units are 
labour-intensive and large units capital-
intensive. 

The data for the years 1953.58 do 
not lend any support to the hypothesis 
of positive association. In fact, they 
may be taken as an indication that 
size arid technology are negatively 
associated; that, is, small units are 
capital-intensive and large units labour-
intensive. 

It would be seen from Table I that 
the correlation was negative for all the 
six years. The value was less than the 
critical value, having a minus sign, at 
the 2.5 per cent level of significance, 
for three (1953, 1954 and 1957) out 
of six years. Here the hypothesis of 
independence is rejected at the 2.5 per 
cent level of significance against the 

Table 1; Value of the Bank Correlation 
Coefficient between Size and Techno-
logy 1953-58. 
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alternative that there is negative asso
ciation..* 

* Readers not conversant with sta-
* tistical reasoning may rind the 
following note helpful. 

The critical value of the rank 
correlation coefficient to be used 
in testing the hypothesis of inde
pendence, at the 5 per cent level 
of significance, against the alter-
native hypothesis that there is 
association (either positive or 
negative) when n =9 (as in the 
present case) is .68. The hypothesis 
is tested in the following manner: 
Pr (cither r <— .68 or 

(r < + .68) = 05 
Pr (r < — 68) = 025 
Pr (r < + .68) = .025 

To elaborate: If r is less than or 
equal to —.68 or greater than or 
equal to 4- .68, the hypothesis of 
independence is rejected at the 
5 per cent level of significance 
against the alternative hypothesis 
that there is association (either 
negative or positive). If r is less 
than or equal to —.68, the hypo
thesis of independence is rejected 
at the 2.5 per cent level of signi

ficance against the alternative 
that there is negative association, 
If r is greater than or equal to 
+.68, the hypothesis of indepen
dence is rejected at the 2.5 per 
cent level of significance against 
the alternative that there is posi
tive association. 

(B) Size and Economic Characteristics 

The hypotheses tested below are 
that (i) size and (b) productivity per 
worker, (c) wage per worker and (d) 
surplus per worker are all positively 
associated; (ii) size and (e) output-
capital ratio are negatively associated; 
and (iii) size and surplus-capital ratio 
are positively associated. 

The rank correlation coefficients 
were consistently positive for all the six 
years in all the five cases. It would be 
furthermore observed from Table 2 
that the value was greater than the 
critical value, having a plus sign, at 
the 2.5 per cent level of significance, 
for all the six years for output-labour 
and output-capital ratios; for three 
years (1953, 1954 and 1955) for wages-
labour ratio; and for two years each 
(1954 and 1955) for surplus-labour and 
surplus-capital ratios. Here the hypo

theses of independence are rejected at 
the 2.5 per cent level of significance 
against the alternative that there are 
positive associations in these cases. 

The data above seem to support the 
hypotheses of positive association bet
ween size and (b) productivity per 
worker, (c) wage per worker and (d) 
surplus per worker; and (f) surplus 
per unit of capital. But the evidence 
above does not support the hypothesis 
of negative association between size 
and (e) output-capital ratio. In point 
of fact it may be taken as suggesting 
positive association between size and 
output per unit of capital. Thus, small 
units can be said to have lower pro
ductivity, lower wage and lower sur
plus per worker; and lower output and 
lower surplus per unit of capital than 
large ones. 

(C) Technology and Economic 
Characteristics 

The hypotheses now tested are that 
(i) technology and (b) productivity per 
worker, (c) wages per worker and (d) 
surplus per worker are all positively 
associated; (ii) technology and (e) out
put-capital ratio are negatively asso
ciated; and (iii) technology and (f) 
surplus-capital ratio are positively 
associated. 

The rank correlation was consis
tently negative for all the six years in 
all the live cases. The value of the 
coefficient was less than or equal to 
the critical value, having a minus sign, 
at the 2.5 per cent level of signifi-
cance for five years (i e, excepting 
1955) for the output-capital ratio: for 
three (1953, 1956 and 1957) for the 
output-labour ratio: for two years 
(1956 and 1958) for the surplus-capital 
ratio; and for one year (1953) for the 
wages-labour ratio. Thus here too, the 
hypolheses of independence are reject
ed at the 2.5 per cent level of signi-
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ficance against the hypotheses of nega
tive association in all these cases. 

Except in the case of wages-labour 
ratio where it was positive for two 
years (1956 and 1958) though nega
tive for the other four years, the 
product-moment correlation was con
sistently negative for all the six years 
in the other characteristics. 

The value of this coefficient was less 
than the critical value, having a minus 
sign, at the 2.5 per cent level of sig
nificance for five years (i e excepting 
1958) for the nut put-labour ratio; for 
four years (1953, 1954, 1955 and 1958) 
for the surplus-labour ratio; and for 
three years each for the output-capital 
(1955, 1956 and 1958) and surplus-
capital (1953, 1954 and 1955) ratios. 
Thus, here again the hypotheses of 
independence are rejected at the 2.5 
per cent level of significance against 
the alternatives of negative association. 

Thus the data above do not sup. 
port the hypotheses of positive asso
ciation between technology and (b) 
productivity per worker, (c) wages 
per worker and (d) surplus per work
er; and (f) surplus per unit of capi
tal. On the other hand they may be 
taken as suggesting the hypotheses of 
negative association in all these 
cases. The evidence on the relation
ship between technology and (e) out
put-capital ratio seems also to sup
port the hypothesis of negative asso
ciation. Thus, in an overall view, the 
evidence may be taken to suggest 
that the labour-intensive technology has 
higher productivity, higher wage and 
higher surplus per worker; and also 
that it has higher output and higher 
surplus per unit of capital than capital-
intensive technology. 

IV Conclusion, Their Limitations and 
Implications 

(A) Conclusions 

The above analyses may be taken 
as tending towards the following con
clusions: 

(1) Small units are capital-intensive 
and large units labour-intensive. 

(2) Small units have lower produc
tivity, lower wage and lower 
surplus per worker; and also 
lower output and lower surplus 
per unit of capital than the large 
ones. 

(3) Labour-intensive technology has 
higher productivity, higher wage 
and higher surplus per worker; 
and also higher output and 
higher surplus per unit of capi
tal than capital-intensive tech
nology. 
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The trouble with the small units, it 
would seem, arises not because they 
have paucity of capital, hut possibly 
because they suffer From a plethora 
of it! For the small units are found 
to be capital-intensive. 

(B) Limitations 

These conclusions are to be consi
dered with reference to their context. 
In the first place, they are for the Cot-
ton Textiles Industry. Secondly, they 
are based on the analyses of data for 
six years, 1953-58. And thirdly, they 
are confined to factories employing 20 
or more workers on any day and using 
power. It is only fair to emphasise here 
again that the smaller units, or the 
units which one would like to label as 
really small (such as the completely 
manual units — the handspinning or 
the handweaving type and the small 
power-based workshops employing not 
more than 19 workers on any day — 
the powerloom type) are not covered 
by our source. 

Since these conclusions are based on 
the analyses of the census data, the 
limitations of the latter would naturally 
plague the results. Some of these are: 
use of the actual output data; valua
tion of capital as per books of the 
units; relating capital stock as at the 
end of the year instead of at the mid
year date with the output or its divi
sions: arbitrary method in arriving at 
surplus; limited reference period of six 
years only; and exclusion of the really 
smaller units from the coverage of 
the source. It. is not possible to discuss 
in details the influence of all these on 
our conclusions. It may however be 
noted that our conclusions portray 
only a relative picture; and the rela-
tive position will remain undisturbed 
if the factors concerned influence the 
size-groups in a uniform manner and/ 
or in an equal measure. The influnce of 
these limitations is being examined in 
the larger work referred to above. By 
way of an interim note, it may be 
added (hat the tone and the tendency 
of these conclusions are not likely to 
be much disturbed. 

(C) Implications 

How can we explain out results? And 
what is their significance. for economic 
policy? 

The Iarge-sized units reveal a use of 
resources superior to or more econmi-
eal than that in the small-sized units. 
Possibly, the organisational economies 
or the economics of scale as such, aris
ing out of bulk buying and selling 
easier availability of finance and on 
more favourable terms, better supervi-
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